
Central TREC Group:  
Milton Keynes Equestrian Centre 

Arena TREC 2019 
 

 

This will be our first of 2 competitions we are holding at MKEC; the second competition will be Sunday 
9th February 2020. Please read all the information carefully and we look forward to seeing you on 
Sunday. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION RE VACCINATIONS 

Due to the outbreak of Equine Influenza, we need to check all horses’ passports to ensure their 
vaccinations are up-to-date prior to a horse being unloaded from its trailer/box at the competition. If 
you have already presented your passport to Trec GB in the last 9 month and notified Trec GB with 
your annual booster then there is no need to present your passport. If you have not presented a 
passport to Trec GB, then please email a copy of your horse’s passport and vaccinations together 
with your name and your horse’s name on the start times (if different to the passport name) to 
entries@trecgroup.co.uk before the competition. You will receive a confirmation email that your 
horse’s vaccinations are acceptable. 

If you cannot email a copy to us before Sunday, please come and find a steward on Sunday before 
unloading your horse. 

Please see the latest guidance and clarification from TREC GB in relation to vaccinations: 
www.trecgb.com  

EQUINE FLU 
TREC GB REQUIREMENT 

  
  
You can also download the flu vacc checker from the CTG website. 

GENERAL COMPETITION INFO 

 Please see www.trecgb.com for the current obstacle rules, non-standard obstacle data 
sheets are available on CTG website.  See list of obstacles at the bottom of competitor info. 
 

 There are some road works through Hanslope on the approach to the venue. Please take 

care when driving and be mindful that there may be other vehicles on the roads. 
 

 Please ensure that your vehicle is locked when you are not with it. 
 

 Please park in the area of hard standing as marked on aerial picture.  Please park 
considerately as space is slightly limited. 
 

 Please take care when travelling from the parking area to the arenas and avoid vehicles. 
 



 Please ensure that you arrive in plenty of time for your round to minimise the risk of over 
running.  
 

 The competition will all take place in the indoor and outdoor arena. The MA will be done 

first outdoors, following by your PTV round in the indoor arena. Please report to the 

judge at the arena ready to start your MA at your start time. 

 
 Those doing classes with just PTV should report straight to the indoor arena slightly before 

their start time.   
 

 Note the warm up will be next to the MA, please be considerate of riders competing 

in the MA. No warming up with the marked MA area. Please abide by the rules of the school 

and do the practice jumps in the marked directions (if any). Please do not enter the MA area  
until you are called. Please be considerate to those doing their round whilst you are in the 
car park area or passing the arena. 

 Any problems on the day please contact Bev Abbott 07968692553  
 

 Please note that for Arena TREC competitions timing of rounds needs to be controlled in 
order to avoid serious delay to the day.  Each competitor has a time slot in the arena which 
is shown on the plan for that class.  The judge will start a stopwatch as you start your PTV 
round and if you run out of time the judge will blow a whistle. At this point you will stop scoring 
points (including for the obstacle that you are in, if applicable).  You will then be asked to 

leave the course.   Please ensure that you start promptly as there are a lot of rounds to 

get through. 

 We hope you will consider joining Central TREC Group. If you would like your results to be 
included in the Central TREC Group league or the National TREC GB league then it is a 
requirement that you are a member of the relevant organisation by the end of the day of the 
competition in which you are competing.  We will have a supply of application forms at our 
events or you can apply beforehand online at www.trecgb.com. 

 DAY MEMBERSHIP: If you are not a CTG or Trec GB member in order to be covered by our 
insurance you will need to have day membership. Please ensure that you sign in when you 
collect your number and notify a steward.   

 Please see seperate document with map and directions to MKEC. 

 

 

 

 

 



OBSTACLE LIST 

The obstacles being used are: 

 Scoring Guidelines 
sheet required 

Bending Gait 
Corridor Gait 
Neck Rein Style 
Jump Style 
Mount from Block  Style 
Rein Back Style 
S bend Style 
Side Pass Style 
Path Crossing Style 

Reindeer Stand Immobility Time 

Low Branches Style 
Ditch Style 
Ticket Punch Style 
Sleigh Ride Bridge Style 
Water Crossing Style 
 

 Please note that there will 4 different coloured numbers out for the first four rounds. This is 
to help speed up the process between rounds so that numbers are all ready out. Class 1 
Red numbers, Class 2 Blue numbers, Class 3 Yellow numbers and Class 4 Green 
numbers. 

 There will be limited amount of time to walk the course between each class. Please make 
sure you are there by the time the last competitor of previous round has finish their round. 


